
EconS 527- Homework #4 (Due on April 4th, 2018)  

 

1. Consider a game with n ≥ 2 players. Simultaneously and independently, the players choose 

between two options, X and Y. These options might represent, for instance, two available 

technologies for the n firms operating in the industry, e.g., selling smartphones with the 

Android system, or, instead, opt for the newer Windows Phone operating system from 

Microsoft. That is, the strategy space for each player is Si={X,Y}. The payoff of each 

player who selects X is: 2mx - mx
2 +3, where mx denotes the number of player who choose 

X. The payoff of each player who selects Y is: 4-my, where my is the number of players 

who choose Y. Note that mx + my = n 

a. For the case of only two players, n = 2, represent this game in its normal form, and 

find the pure-strategy NE. 

b. Suppose now that n = 3. How many psNE does this game have? 

 

2.  Consider a sequential game which is known as the Centipede Game. In this game, each of 

two players chooses between “Left” and “Right” each time he or she gets a turn. The game 

does not, however, automatically proceed to the next stage unless players choose to go 

“Right” rather than “Left.” 

Player 1 begins, and if he plays Left, the game ends with payoff of (1,0) (where here, and 

throughout this exercise, the first payoff refers to player 1 and the second to player 2). If, 

however, he plays Right, the game continues and it is player 2's turn. If player 2 then plays 

Left, the game once again ends, this time with payoffs (0,2), but if she plays Right, the 

game continues and player 1 gets another turn. Once again, the game ends if player 1 

decides to play Left, this time with payoffs of (3,1), but if he plays Right the game continues 

and it is once again player 2's turn. Now the game ends regardless of whether player 2 plays 

Left or Right, but payoffs are (2,4) if she plays Left and (3,3) if she plays Right. 

 

a. Draw the game tree for this game. What is the subgame perfect Nash equilibrium 

of this game? 

b. Write down the 4 by 4 payoff matrix for this game. What are the pure strategy Nash 

equilibria in this game? Is the SPNE you derived in (a) among these? 

c. Why are the other Nash Equilibria in the game not subgame perfect? 

d. Suppose you changed the (2,4) payoff pair to (2,3). Do we now have more than one 

SPNE? 

 



3. Let us consider the following lobbying game in figure 3.7 where two firms simultaneously 

and independently decide whether to lobby Congress in favor a particular bill. When both 

firms (none of them) lobby, congress’ decisions are unaffected, implying that each firm 

earns a profit of 10 if none of them lobbies (-5 if both choose to lobby, respectively). If, 

instead, only one firm lobbies its payoff increases to 15 (since it is the only beneficiary of 

the policy), while that of the firm that did not lobby collapses to zero.      

  Firm 1  

  Lobby Not Lobby 

Firm 1 Lobby -5, -5 15, 0 

 Not Lobby 0, 15 10, 10 

Figure 1. Lobbying game (Normal-form) 

 

a. Find the mixed strategy Nash equilibrium of the lobbying game. Assume that p is 

the probability that Firm 1 chooses Lobby and q is the probability that Firm 2 

chooses Lobby. 

b. Graphically represent each player’s best response function. 

 

4. Consider a bargaining game between Player 1 (proposer) and Player 2 (responder). Player 

1 makes a take-it-or-leave-it offer to Player 2, specifying an amount s={0, v/2, v} out of 

an initial surplus v, i.e., no share of the pie, half of the pie, or all of the pie, respectively. If 

Player 2 accepts such a distribution, Player 2 receives the offer s, while Player 1 keeps the 

remaining surplus v - s. If Player 2 rejects, both players get a payoff of zero. 

a. Draw the extensive form game representing the bargaining game and find the 

Subgame Perfect Nash Equilibrium. 

b. Describe the strategy space for every player 

c. Provide the normal form representation of this bargaining game.  

d. Does any player have strictly dominated pure strategies? Find the Nash equilibria. 

 

 

 


